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Three goals for today’s talk…
• Importance, yet mutability, of
language
• Current terms in realm of
Gender Diversity
• Tips & Best Practices on how to
be Gender Inclusive

Being open to understanding…
• Gender, sexual variance may not be the norm, but…
• It is completely normal.

• Someone may identify a certain way today, but…
• They are allowed to change their mind. Gender and sexuality can be fluid/shift.
• Change doesn’t mean they were lying before or invalidate a previous identity.

• You may have very strong opinions about gender/sexuality, but…
• You do not get to define someone else’s reality.

• You may have questions, but…
• No one owes you an explanation, especially not strangers.

• You may be cisgender and straight (it’s okay most people are), but…
• That doesn’t mean you can’t be an ally to those who are not.

Culture shapes Language, Language shapes Culture
• Gender nonconforming, transgender,
and same-sex loving people have
always existed.
• Some cultures – particularly Western,
Christian culture – posit a very narrow
version of gender and sexuality.
• “Normativity” cements/privileges
dominant ideas
• Cisnormative (gender)
• Heteronormative (sexuality)

• Increasingly (but incrementally),
acceptance of difference has
increased.
• Language is important…
• Legitimizes, Humanizes
• Illuminates, Validates
• Creates space

• Other languages → other rules
• Gender-neutral language worldwide
• Example: Latino/a → Latinx, Latine

Language evolves
• Dropping old terms…
• Transvestite → Transsexual (transgender) [never
transgender-ed]
• Hermaphrodite (intersex)

• New, reimagined words…
• Cisgender, genderqueer, genderfluid, Mx. (2016)
• Asexual (2017)
• They [gender neutral singular pronoun] (1998;
2019)

• Reclaiming slurs…
• Queer [NOTE: In-group, self-ID caution]

• Re-centering & reasserting
personhood
• Terms are adjectives (not
nouns)
• Not a transgender but a
transgender person
• Not a queer but a queer
person

% respondents agreeing “Traditional Gender Roles and Binary
Labels are Outdated” (Bigeye National Survey 2021)

“1 in 4 LGBTQ youth use pronouns or pronoun combinations that fall outside of
the binary construction of gender.”
Research Brief: Pronouns Usage Among LGBTQ Youth (The Trevor Project)

Sex, Gender & Gender Identity
• Sex (assigned at birth) [SAAB]
• Male
[AMAB]
• Female [AFAB]
• Intersex

• Gender (identity)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cisgender (cis man, cis woman)
Transgender (trans man, trans woman)
Genderqueer
Nonbinary (non-binary) [nb, enby]
Genderfluid
Agender, bigender, trigender, pangender
Demi (demiboy, demigirl)

Transgender on the Gender Binary
Trans women
MtF (M2F) transition

Male
(AMAB)

Female
(AFAB)
Trans men
FtM (F2M) transition

The Gender Binary versus Gender Spectrum

MALE

Nonbinary
Genderqueer
Gender fluid

FEMALE

Riffing on Gender
• Umbrella terms
• Transgender
• Genderqueer
• Nonbinary

• All mean not-cis
• TGNB (trans & nonbinary)

• Use of 1, 2 or all varies by
person
[Cartoon from Nonbinary by Melanie
Gillman]

• “The Problem of Naming”

Native American Culture:
Two Spirit people
“another gender role believed to be
common among most, if not all, first
peoples of [North America], one that
had a proper and accepted place
within indigenous societies.
This acceptance was rooted in the
spiritual teachings that say all life is
sacred and that the Creator must have
a reason for making someone
different”
(Two-Spirit Society of Denver)

• Colonial language: homophobia, rigid
binary, misogyny

• Umbrella term (1990)
• Genderqueer, gender fluid, nonbinary
indigenous peoples
• LGBTQ2S, LGBTQ2IA+

• Variety of roles/titles – based on
nation
• Own terms, delineations
• Revered – bridge, linkage

Gender Identity in the World: Gender expression
• Gender Expression (Masculine, Feminine)
•
•
•
•

Femme, Masc
Transmasc, transfemme
___-of-center
Butch, tomboy, tomboi; effeminate, femme;
androgynous

• Gender nonconforming (GNC) person
• Conforming to what?!
• Appearance, jobs/hobbies, actions, speech
patterns

• Often ID as cisgender (can be nb a/o trans)

• Passing, safety and erasure
• Normativity (cis/gender; hetero)
• Cis passing; Straight passing

• Performing gender variance
• Cross dressing (umbrella term)
• Practical, job, safety reasons
• Diminished relevance: Gender identity,
gender expression

• Drag Queens and Drag Kings
(entertainment)

• To transition or not…
Gender Identity in the World:
Transitioning (or not!)
There is no single way to transition.

Not all trans people want to/are able
to transition.
There are a lot of obstacles to
transitioning.
Trans people who don’t transition are
still trans.
Not everyone who takes steps of
transition identifies as trans.

• Safety
• Class/means
• Access

• Why transition?

• Gender dysphoria, achieving gender euphoria
• Feeling that gender doesn’t match body

• Socially transition

• Live as true gender identity
• Name, pronouns, clothing
• Never deadname someone.

• Physically/medically transition
• Non-medical/surgical options

• Packing, tucking, binding; voice training

• Hormones (HRT), puberty blockers
• Gender confirmation surgery

• Top surgery, bottom surgery; voice, throat, body hair

Gender Identity in the
World: Pronouns
• How you’re referred to indirectly
• Can always just use name

• Not “prefer” … “use”
• Note: situational usage

• Binary pronouns…
• She, her, her, hers; herself
• He, him, his, his; himself

• Nonbinary, genderqueer, gender neutral
pronouns (neopronouns)
•
•
•
•
•

They, them, their, theirs; themself/themselves
Ze, hir, hir, hirs; hirself
E(y), em, eir, eirs; eirself
Xe, xem, xyr, xyrs; xemself/xyrself
Fae, faer, faer, faers; faerself
@YourFavoriteCh4 – Twitter – 3/17/19

Gender Identity in the World: Pronouns
• “How do you know?”

• Don’t assume the binary!!
• Observe, ask (politely), use if told

• “What do I do if someone lists multiple pronouns?”
• Examples: he/they, she/he/they, ze/xe, any pronouns
• Don’t just select your favorite, use both!!

• “What if I get it wrong?”

• Apologize (briefly) and fix it
• Practice, 3-sentence exercise

• “Why display my pronouns if they are “obvious”?”
• Clarifies for others
• Makes respect of others’ clear
• Creates accepting environment

• “That’s weird. I don’t know if I can do that. I don’t want to do
that.”
• Prioritizing yourself over others
• You don’t get to decide someone else’s reality
• Intentional misgendering is wildly disrespectful (even harmful)

Sexual Orientation – Beside the Point
• Attraction to others
• Based on your gender and theirs

• Gender expression ≠ sexuality
• Sexual versus Romantic attraction
• Physical attraction
• Who you want to have sex with?

• Emotional attraction
• Who you want to date, spend time with?

• Sexuality, sexual attraction
•
•
•
•

Asexual (ace) [antonym: allosexual]
Homosexual (gay; gay or lesbian)
Heterosexual (straight)
Bisexual, bi+, pansexual, omnisexual
(bi, pan, omni)
• Demisexual (demi; gray ace)

• Romantic attraction
•
•
•
•

Aromantic
Homoromantic
Heteroromantic
Panromantic

Best Practices for Creating Gender Inclusivity
• Don’t assume gender
• Use gender neutral language until you know differently
• And once you know, use what you’re told.

• In groups, ALWAYS assume gender diversity and use
gender neutral language
• “Y’all” is fantastic!!

• Create space for authentic gender expression
• Provide your pronouns regularly/habitually (e.g. syllabi, Zoom,
email signature)
• Ask for pronouns, chosen names (though not rarely in full group)
• If creating forms needing* gender, always offer alternative(s) to
male/female
• If making groups needing* gender, have option for those who are
both/neither

Conclusions
• Sex and gender can be different.
Individuals get to decide.
• For some people, gender identity
stretches beyond the binary.
• Gender identity (and sexual orientation)
can change over time; it’s natural and
okay for this to happen.
• Knowing the language can help you
navigate a world of expansive gender
possibilities. Maybe discover some
things about yourself. Or give you tools
to be a good ally.

Questions??

If you have follow-up questions, or I did not get to your question during
this time, feel free to email Andrea.Kent@mail.wvu.edu,
and I will get back to you!!

Thank you to Scott Robertson and WVUTech Diversity Programs for
inviting me for this talk.

Additional Resources/ Reference Materials
• “A guide to how gender-neutral language is developing around the world” – Miriam Berger
(Washington Post)
• “LGBT Identification Rises to 5.6% in Latest U.S. Estimate” (Jeffrey M. Jones – Gallup)
• “Research Brief: Pronouns Usage Among LGBTQ Youth” (Trevor Project)
• “Gender: Beyond the Binary” (Bigeye 2021 National Study)
• “Dear (Cis) People Who Put Your Pronouns on Your “Hello My Name Is” Name Tags” (Sinclair
Sexsmith – Medium)
• “Being Black and Non-Binary is my Superpower”: Layshia Clarendon on Race, Gender, Social
Justice and the WNBA” (Dan Bar-Lavi – Sports are from Venus)
• “Inqueery: Indigenous Identity and the Significance of the Term “Two-Spirit”” (Them.)
• “Sex? Sexual Orientation? Gender Identity? Gender Expression?” (Joel Baum & Kim
Westheimer – Teaching Tolerance)
• “Experts settle the debate between sexual and romantic attraction” (Griffin Wyne – Bustle)
• “Arresting dress: A timeline of anti-cross-dressing laws in the United States” (News Desk – PBS)
• “A Guide to Neopronouns” (Ezra Marcus – New York Times)

LGBTQ Books
Nonfiction
• Quick and Easy Guide to They/Them Pronouns
(Archie Bongiovanni)
• Seeing Gender (Iris Gottlieb)
• Nonbinary (Melanie Gillman)
• How to They/Them (Stuart Getty)
• Redefining Realness: My Path to Womanhood,
Identity, Love & So Much More (Janet Mock)
• Trans Like Me: A Journey for All of Us (CN
Lester)
• How to Understand Your Gender (Iantaffi &
Barker)
• Sissy: A Coming-of-Gender Story (Jacob Tobia)
• Real Queer America: LGBT Stories from Red
States (Samantha Allen)

Fiction
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It feels good to be Yourself (Theresa Thorn)
The Deep and Dark Blue (Niki Smith)
Witchboy series (Molly Knox Ostertag)
Mooncakes (Suzanne Walker & Wendy Xu)
Cemetery Boys (Aidan Thomas)
Felix Ever After (Kacen Callendar)
When the Moon was Ours (Anna-Marie McLemore)

Reading Lists
Transgender Reading List for Adults (PFLAG)
The YA/MG Trans & Nonbinary Voices Masterlist (Ray
Stoeve)
Trans, Nonbinary & GNC Voices to help you Celebrate Pride
(NYPL)
ReadsRainbow Blog

LGBTQ+ Organizations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trevor Project (mental health/suicide; Hotline: 866-488-7386)
Human Rights Campaign (LGBTQ rights in US)
GLAAD (LGBTQ representation in media)
Lambda Literary (LGBTQ books & authors)
Athlete Ally (LGBTQ athletes, sports inclusion)
Campaign for Southern Equality (LGBTQ community aid, advocacy)
• Trans in the South: A Guide to Resources and Services

• Fairness WV (LGBTQ rights, WV specific)
• Transgender Health Guide

• Beckley Pride (LGBTQ advocacy, community service; Beckley specific)

